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Before you try to understand the
formula for how to rewrite a
logarithm equation as exponential
equation, you should be
comfortable solving exponential
equations. Logarithms, like
exponents, have many helpful
properties that can be used to
simplify logarithmic expressions
and solve logarithmic equations.
While it may seem silly to break
apart or condense logarithmic
expressions and then stop, these
skills are essential when solving
logarithmic equations.
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While it may seem silly to break apart or condense logarithmic expressions and then stop, these skills are essential when solving logarithmic equations.

Generally, there are two types of logarithmic equations. Study each case carefully before you start looking at the worked examples below. 28-9-2012 ·
Ingevoegde video · Unsubscribe from Learn Math Tutorials? This lesson demonstrates how a logarithm can be expanded by using logarithmic properties..
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